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l

CHINESE PREMIER

DISSOLUTION FOR

RESIGNS HIS

ANOTHER BIG

OFFICE

CONCERN

National Packing company paid $540
ROYAL FAMILY HASt DECIDED TO 889.1.: for the Colorado Packing and
WESTERN UNION AND
Provision company.
REMAIN IN PEKING AND DETELEPHONE COMPANIES
FEND THE MONARCHY

JANUARY

STANDARD OIL FINED.
ITS SUBSIDIARIES
lluffalo, N. Y., Ian. 23. The Stand- "
A MASSACRE MAY OCCUR SOON
Ner York waa
uncu fuu.uvu uy juugo nuzei in me COMPETITION IS ANNIHILATED

There Are no Sadden
Flight to Deterred
Distinction

COULON AGREE8 TO FIGHT.
Chicago, Jan. 23. T. S. Andrews,

the Milwaukee promoter, today obtained the agreement of Johnny Cour
Ion, bantam weight champion of
world, to fight Sid Smith, the fly
weight, 112 pound champion of Eng
tana. The contest will b for 2n
rounds before the club offering the
best purse.
HOPE FOR THE BETTORS.
Albany, St. Y., Jan. 23. While the
legislature has amended the law so
as ti make it a .- - ne to engage b?
pool selling or boukmaklng wjth or

wjtnout writing, it has not changed

in any respect the law as to record

23, 1912.

CITY EDITION.
American

HITCHCOCK

ASKS

SUPPORT FOR
TEDDY

WOOL 18 SLOW
Boston, Jan. 23. A moderate vol
ume of business is being transacted
In domestic wool, although the trading 1b considrably below that of last

"STEEL COMPANY
NOT GUILTY"

,

FARRELL

COM-CER-

N

r

CHAIRMAN
DENIES
POSTMASTER GENERAL'S

day.

people without reference to

party."

month. Prices hold firm and holders
say there will be no shading. Fine
wools are In moderate demand but the
18 SAID TO HAVE A8KED OKLA. values are
advancing to equalise the PRE8IDENT OF GIGANTIC
rise in coarser grades. Territory In
HOMA DELEGATION TO VOTE
DECLARES IT HAS BEEN
original bags sells from 19 to 21
FOR ROOSEVELT
FALSELY ACCUSED.
cents. Scoured fine staples territory
brings 61 to 62 cents. Texas wool
RUMOR IS WIDELY CIRCULATED is steady.
SAYS MONOPOLY NOT POSSIBLE

ing and registering bets, according to
EIGHT a decision of the court of
appeals to- DISTRICT
ARE

MAXIM

D WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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TECHNICAL TESTIMONY
Chicago, Ian. 23. District Attorney
James H. Wilkerson today continued
the task of untangling the oom'i'L u'ed
bookkeeping methods of the pt.cteers
on trial for alleged criminal violation
cf the Sherman law, with a viev of
showing a similarity of Fysterat in
figuring the test cost of beef.
William E. Weber, general auditor
of .he National (Packing company,
YUAN SHI KAI HAS GIVEN THE
as on the stand and read into the PETITION ASKING DISMEMBERIN
MANCHU8
FREE
REIGN
record the company's monthly state
MENT OF AMERICAN
TELEment of cattle killed, the test cost or
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
PHONE COMPANY FILED
beef and allowances made for by
products. The witness read entries
WILL NOT ABDICATE THRONE from the stock ledger
showing the CONTROLS LARGECORPORATION

1M DAILY

MODERN WOODMEN MEET.
Chicago, Jan. 13. The national con- vention of the Modern Woodmen of

IT

IS

HIS

BELIEF THAT

A

COMBINE WOULD
NOT BE DESIRABLE.

America was called to order today
with 1,200 delegates in attendance.
Jan. 33 Chairman
Washington,
Head Consul A. R. Talbot presided
Hardwick of the congressional com- CADINET MEMBER IS EMPHATIC
and In a welcoming address Governor LETS OTHER COUNTRIES ALONE
mittee, which for several months has
United States district court in this
Deneen lauded the insurance laws of
THRONE'S NEW ADVISOR FAVORS city today for 143 violations of the
been investigating the
sugar DECLARES
INDEPENDENT CONCERNS
ARE
HE
IS FOR
TAFT the state of Illinois as being the best MAKES NO EFFORT TO DRIVE
trust, hopes to submit a report to the
THE KILLING OF THOUSANDS
interstate commerce law in accepting
in the nation. The program calls for
PRACTICALLY FORCED OUT
FROM START TO FINI8H TO
house within a week. The committee
FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS
rate concessions in 1904 and 1905
OF CHINESE
the consideration cf the proposed reOF BUSINESS
will begin consideration of the evi
BEST OF HIS ABILITY
from the Pennsylvania and New York
OUT OF BU8INE8S.
vision of the Insurance rates of the
dence in executive session tomorrow.
Central
on
railroads
of
oil
shipments
order
and
is
it
23.
The affairs
London, Jan.
of
expected this feature
Two reports will come from the
New York, Jan. 3. A petition to
state at Peking are now in the un- from Olean, N. Y., to Burlington, Vt.
Colgate, Okla., Jan. 23. Delegates will be taken up later In the day.
Washington, Jan. 23. Emphatic de.
dissolve the American Telephone and committee, as the democrat fl.nH r.-- to the Fourth congressional district
nial that the United States Steel
disputed possession of the Manchu
publicans
over
GORE
FOR
BETTER
disagree
ROAD8.
the tariff on republican convention, which will be
Telegraph company on the ground
reactionaries and Yuan Shi Kai has
FAMILY DIES MY8TERIOU8LY
is a "monopoly as charged"
Washington, Jan. 2::. Senator (lore that it is a monopoly in violation of sugar, and the tariff will be the theme held here this afternoon, today ex
Terre Haute, Ind., Jan. 23. William was made to the Standley Investigatabandoned his task, according to adof Oklahoma will advocate an annual the provisions of the Sherman law, of both
vices received by the American concitedly told discussed a rumor that H. McVey, his wife and his baby were ing committee of the house today by
sul at Tien Tsin, and reported from federal appropriation of from $10,- was made public here today, a few Kordney, Malby and Hines are expect the convention is to instruct the na found dead today at Taylorsvllle, in President J. J. Farrell in continuing
ed to prepare a minority
report, argu tional convention delegates for Theo- a hovel where they lived in squalor. testimony begun yesterday. He dethat city today by the correspondent 000,000 to $12,000,000 for the next 10 hours in advance of its presentation
to be expended on roads. To to I'n'ted States
that the removal of the dutv dore Roosevelt as
ing
years,
of the Exchange Telegraph company.
Attorney General
Ger clared it was not the purpose of the
presidential nom- The screams of a
would mean the destruction of the
derive benefit from such funds, states Wickersham in Washington.
inee. The rumor gained believers by trude Phelps, 20 years old, attracted corporation
The dispatch adds:
to "gobble the export
beet sugar industry.
would have to appropriate double or
the refusal of District Chairman Ed the attention of neighbors, who called trade of the world at any cost."
"The situation in Peking has un
According to the petition, the Amertreble the amounts received from the ican
the police. The girl was hysterical
"A monopoly of the iron and steel
ward Perry to deny it.
dergone an extraordinary change. Th-Telephone and Telegraph comHe is preparing a bill
government.
It had been reported that Perry re- and so far has been unable to throw trade in this country," said Mr. Farcontrols the Western
pany which
imperial family has reversed its policy for
this purpose.
Union. Telegraph company and eight
ceived letters from Colonel Roosevelt any light on the deaths. No marks of rell, "is neither possible nor desirand abandoned all thought of abdiand Postmaster General Hitchcock, violence are visible on any of the able. There Is no monopoly or anycation. Yuan Shi Kai has stepped
subsidiary telephone companies, in
TRU8T MUST STAND TRIAL.
various parts of the United States, is
aside and the whole control is in the
permitting use of the former presi- bodies and only dlscoloratlons about thing approaching it Since the steel
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Detroit,
Mich., Jan. 23. Judge An one of the
dent's name in the convention, and, the mouths, furnish a theory for the corporation was organized there has
hands of General Yin Tohang,
concerns
financial
who
largest
In the United States court rebeen much new capital attracted to
in Xhe world, having a capital of near
while Perry emphatically denied this, deaths.
was credited a few days ago with re- gell
fused today to quash the indictments
The McVey family had been de tho industry and many furnaces have
he declined to comment on the con
ly $1,000,000,000 and it now dominates
commending a general massacr? of
bath tub trust. the
against the
Jan. 23. Senate met vention's probable action. Other re- pendent on charity for weeks.
been hunt which are not controTi
the Chinese by the Manchus."
telephone business of the coun- at Washington,
The motion to quash was made in be
2 p. m.
by the steel corporation.
ports declared that supporters of
Prince Kung, tie leader of the Montry.
half of the Colwell Lead company of
Bill passed .trttnaXerrflig to new President Taft have effected a com"It Is charged that the corporation
has offered New York. The decision
golian
The petitioner poiuu out that by state
reinstates
all federal furnishings In Ari- promise over federal patronage with FRANCE TELLS ITALY
is seeking to drive other countries
to ntjws ,'"'7,000 troops tu assist in
reason
of
the
company's control of zona capital.
the. case, which is scheduled to come
out of the export market That W
Mr. Perry and Loren G. Disney, a forkeeping the Manchu dynasty on the up for trial here
subsidiary concerns, the independents
Senator Burton, Ohio, Introduced a mer federal office holder,
January
Tuesday,
from the truth. The British ste- -l
far
whereby the
Chinese throne, according to a dis- 30. There are about two score
are practically barred from competi- resolution to
WHERE TO HEAD IN
create a committee on convention would endorse Mr. Taft
industry must export 40 per cen
tion.
It is charged that the opera public expenditures.
patch from Tien Tsin. All is quiet
the product a year in order to live
for
renomlnation.
is
admitted
It
that
at Peking at present, according to the
tions of the American Telephone and
Labor committee heard J. T. Mono-ghaand Disney control the situa- DEMANDS THAT TURKS ON CAP- Germany must export 50 per cent and
Perry
l etegraph company In the
same dispatch, but fighting in the city
acquire
of Detroit in opposition to the tion.
Belgium 80 per cent. The production
TURED FRENCH VESSEL BE
ment of control of these subsidiary
and the surrounding districts is be- SAYS
M'MANIGAL
WAS
of the United States is erreater than
Hughes eight hour law for governto
as
efforts
Speculation
TURNED
reported
TO
HER.
lieved to be inevitable shortly.
companies, were practically identical ment contracts.
England,
Germany, and Belgium
of Chairman Edward Perry of the
With the operations of the Standard
House met at noon.
combined
and
the domestic consumpseto
Fourth
district
23.
congressional
Should Italy refuse
Paris, Jan.
HIRED BY CAPITAL Oil and tobacco trusts, which were District of Columbia
Yuan Advices Fighting
approporiation cure national convention delegates to accede to France's demand that tion Is so much greater that export
declared illegal by the United States bill was considered.
Peking, Jan. 23. Premier Yuan Shi
trade la not bo vital.
pledged for Theodore Roosevelt as the Turks arrested on board the
Kai secretly visited the imperial palsupreme court.
President Farrel of the United republican
"It Is true that before the steel
was
nominee,
shall
over
turned
be
to
presidential
DELEGATE
TO
UNION
MINERS'
the
ace early this morning and conferred
was formed the steel ex
bpecial reference is made to the States Steel corporation again testi- clarified here this afternoon when French
corporation
CONVENTION
INTRODUCES
authorities, France is
with the empress dowager on the suboperations of the alleged telephone fied on cost of steel production be- Perry's friends declared their intenof the United States amounted
ports
to
recall
ambassador
from
her
DRASTIC RESOLUTION
ject of a resumption of hostilities.
rust in Ohio, Kansas City, and Salt fore steel trust investigating commit- tion of
tons a year. Last
electing Roosevelt delegates Rome and designate French warships to about 200,000
He suggested that the Manchus tink
Lake G!ty. The statement is made tee.
of the United States
the
exports
year
to
Taft
convention.
to
supthe
escort
steamand
Chicago
French
protect
Indianapolis, Jan. 23. "Too keep that In all
their differences
and
Chairman Hardwick announced the porters say 120 of the 126 delegates ers in the Mediterranean.
Steel corporation were about 2,000,000
parts of the west the indeprovide the necessary funds for the Ortie McManlgal, employed by the pendent telephone exchanges are sugar trust investigating committee to
valued at $69,000,000, as against
tons,
are
here
district
convention
Camille
the
ambasthe
French
Barrere,
campaign but advised waiting the ad- capitalists, from destroying the min- threatened with extinction. The pti- - hoped to report within a week.
5,000,000 tons.
Germany's
for Taft but Roosevelt men discount sador to Italy, is due to arrive In
ers' union,' R. M, Roll, of Hender- uon
vance of the revolutionaries.
Is
not
"It
dissention was expected in this statement.
the aim of the steel cor
is signed Dy ueorge iambert, a
Sharp
Rome
tonight He has been instructson, Kentucky, today offered in the
to
justice of the peace of Pelham, N. Y. democratic caucus this afternoon over
grab the export, trade of
ed to reiterate firmly France's de- poration
Mine Workers' contention
United
New Commander in Chief.
of public building bill.
We are conducting our
world.
the
consideration
President
comFarrell
the
exmands. The French government
surprised
Hitchcock is Indignant
San Francisco, Jan. 23. The Man- an amendment to the constitution
on a safe and sane
The
business
rules
hearcommittee
deferred
export
mittee by declaring his corporation
pects Italy will .yield.
chu government has appointed Tek providing that no man should be elig- had
23. "I am
for
Jan.
on
or
without
trust
Washington,
Jealousy toward
pis
until
any
money
ing
Wednesday.
no
had
relations with the InterYong, formerly military commander ible to office in the national union
to whom export trade
The civil service commission con- Taft as strongas a man can be," de
other
nations,
national
Harvester
company
during
at Nankingv commander In chief of unless h had been at work in or the
is of such vital Importance."
last live or six years because the sidered plan to extend civil service clared Postmaster General Hitchcock, M'MANIGAL
the Manchu forces, according to a around a coal mine five years and
TO STAY
White House today. "I did not
at
the
colto
revenue
international
deputy
harvester
had
it
company
boycotted
cablegram received today by the Chi- been a member of the organization after a
realize until a day or two ago how
controversy with a subsidiary lectors.
AN IRISH FRACAS
three years. The amendment was
nese Free Press.
these stories about my alleged diffar
affairs
committee
heard
IN INDIANAPOLIS
Foreign
steel
He
said it was due
company.
Ireland, Jan. 23. Several
The cablegram contains the addi- adopted amid cheers.
Belfast,
had
the
with
ferences
gone,
various
Interests
president
regarding greater
lo a mere quibble between salesmen.
of
"The capitalists employed McManltional information that the Canton
cavalry and Infantry to
regiments
I
water power development at Niagara
probably shall have something to
to hold themselves
were
ordered
Iron
day
revolutionary army has proceeded to gal to destroy the Structural
Hitchcock
Hr.
on
Falls.
the
WILL NOT BE RETURNED TO SAN
say
subject.'
to Belfast at
Vail
come
Makes
a
to
union
In
Workers
In
a
Statement.
An
a
man
Hul
readiness
as
shrewd
and
Fo,
Pong
province,
city
President Nelson, postoffice clerks' manifested indigniatlon that his loyFRANCISCO UNTIL INVESTIof the inin
notice
short
consequence
President Theodore N. Vail, of the federation, advocated eight hour day alty had been questioned.
adjoining the province of Chi Li, in might get at the head of the miners'
GATION IS ENDED.
awakened
of
which Peking is located. The plan union for the same purpose," said American Telephone and Telegraph before
flamed
passion
stage
"R is an insult for any one to think
postoffice committee.
nationalists and unionists
.is to attack Chang Fun's army, now Roll. "We know the manufacturers company, when seen in regard to a
that I have been disloyal to the presl
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 23. C. M. among the
announcement of the coming
encamped at Wing Chow in An Hui have paid emissaries in the unions and petition filed with Attorney General
dent," said the postmaster general at Bobo, of Tullahoma, Tenn., testified by the
we must take time to became well p
demonstrations
Wickersham for a dissolution of that LAST YEAR'S
concerning home rule.
province.
the conclusion of the cabinet meet in the federal investigation of the
CROP
of the unionists in
maneuver
The
quainted with the character of mem- corporation said:
how
friend
he
conceive
"Icannot
after
any
dynamite conspiracy today
ing.
To Let Convention Decide.
bers before we elect them to -- "As regards the American Teleof mine could believe such a report. had volunteered his presence. Al- threatening to blockade Ulster Hall,
NOT ALL GINNED I have never had a misunderstanding though it was pointed out that none where the home rule demonstration it
Washington, Jan. 23. Confirming and give them dangerous power."
phone and Telegraph company being
cable advises the state department
a monopoly in violation ot the Sherwith the president and do not know of the 100 explosions under investi- to take place, has incensed the libertoday received a report that at a
man
t
law, I can only say
where all these reports have come gation occurred south of the Ohio als and nationalists and trouble looms
FOR 1911
meeting of the Manchu princes in Pe- JOHNSON WOULD HAVE
that any act of this company in th COTTON PRODUCTION
river, Bobo was said to have given up distinctly.
from."
IMMENSE, ACCORDING TO
king last night it was "decided not
matter of acquiring other concerns
important evidence. Ortie MoManigal,
GOVERNMENT FIGUR&S.
to abdicate but to leave the questioi
has been done either after a dlrecl
the confessed rynamiter, later again
Hadley Is For Roosevelt.
of form of government to a national ANOTHER CHAMPIONSHIP appeal
testified. It was decided today not NEW MEXICO MILITIA
by the company or with the
Jan. 23. The vast
Jefferson City, Mo., Jan. 23. Gov- to return McManlgal to Los Angeles
convention properly cahed." The disWashing,
of
concern.
the
acquiescence
Every
patch stated there was great exciteact has been passed upon favorably 1911 cottpn,crop of the United States ernor Herbert 6. Hadley in a state- until after the work here is comGIANT
WILL PLAY BIG GAME
BLACK SAYS HE WILL
had been ginned and bated" to the ment today said he favored the nomment among the natives of Peking.
by the state authorities."
pleted.
WRESTLE
FRANK GOTCH
extent of 14,510,676 bales on January ination of Theodore Roosevelt as the
FOR WORLD'8 TITLE.
CARNEGIE GETS HIS FEE.
16, according to the census bureau's republican presidential candidate.
WILL BE PART OF IMMENSE ARHarriman Testifies
Washington, Jan. 23. Andrew Carissued today, showing 193,674
"From information that has already
report
CARMEN
HOLD
MEETING
ATTACK SAN FRANMY TO
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 23. Job
Chicago, Jan. 23. Jack Johnson,
negie has been paid for the testimony
bales were ginned from January 1 to come to me from all parts of the
Kansas
mem23.
CISCO
Jan.
NEXT 8UMMER
who
City,
of
Forty
the attorneys
he gave the steel trust investigating champion pugilist, announced today
15 inclusive.
Ginneries this season state," he said, "I am convinced that Harriman, one
committee. When on the stand Mr. that he had a telegram from G. E. bers of the central protective com- have been forced to greater activity a large majority of the republicans defended the McNamara brothers, was
Salt Lake City, Utah, Jan. 23.
Carnegie said he would not take the Schefski, of Salt Lake, offering him mittee of the Brotherhood of Carmen than ever before by the enormous are in favor of the nomination of The summoned today before the county
thousand men will take part
of
America
in
met
to
Its
session
executive
continued
In
which
a
wrestle
Twenty
but
Frank
later
Gotch
$30,000
probe
money
duly attested
odore Roosevelt as our candidate for grand Jury
crop.
'
here today. The committee reprearmy maneuvers
voucher with the Ironmaster's signa- that city.
A considerable qjuantlty still re- president and a large majority of peo- of the source of the alleged corrup- in the annual
"I've decided I'm the man to defeat sents all the carmen on the Chicago, mains to be ginned before the close ple are in favor of his election.
ture attached was received from New
tion fund, said to have been supplied around San Francisco next August,
York. Payment was refused because Gotch and become both the cham- Rock Island & Pacific lines. Despite of the season. The exact amount will
"While they hold Mr. Taft in high to Detective Bert Franklin for brib- according to information furnished the
Utah National Guard by the war dea notarial seal was omitted.
pion pugilist and the champion wrest- repeated reports that the Rock Island be made known by the census bu- esteem and are not unmindful of ing the Jurors.
"I know these formalities are try- ler. Maybe I couldn't throw him but carmen are to join the strike now in reau's final ginning report March 20, many good things that have been acHarriman remained in the Jury partment The maneuvers as outlining," yrote Jerry South, disbursing I'm willing to take a chance," sai-- progress on the Harriman lines, J. K. giving figures up to February 28.
complished during his administration, room 20 minutes and emerged with ed will constitute the most compreofficer o fthe house, In returning the Johnson.
"I'll wrestle In April or McGuire, of Valley Junction, Iowta,
Today's ginning report is about they feel that the candidacy of Col the statement that he had answered hensive war game ever attempted 'n
chairman of the committee, said the 375,000 bales less than the depart- onel Roosevelt will insure success in every question asked him and that the United States. The main manvoucher to Mr. Carnegie, "but a cer- May and fight Flynn in July."
Pat Powers called on Johnson today possibility of strike would not be dis- ment of agriculture's estimate of pro- the state and nation in the coming he "knew nothing about the alleged euver wll b a land attack on San
tain amount of red tape must be unwound and a government official is at and asked him to fight in New York cussed.
Francisco in which will be involved
duction, which was 14,885,000 bales of campaign and, further, I think they jury bribing."
some time in March. Johnson is Will-in"Our agreement
the spool end."
with the Rock 500 pounds gross weight.
James A. Blair, a bookkeeper at the 7,000 regulars, 8,000 men of
Ginning feel Colonel Roosevelt represents, as
J
Jt
:u.:..
to accept the offer, as he wants Island expires February 1," said Mc- records to
The voucher in proper form w(as
no other man represents, those prin- California Savings bank, where Harri- uumzeu
la ur rt.iiff.i.
mim
vaiiiuruia.
January 16 follow:
to
test
a
the
his
and
check
received today
for $22.70
appear- Guire, 'but our meeting here is
ruling barring
United States 14,510,676; round ciples and policies of government man had an account, stated that none New Mexico and Arizona,
was remitted to Mr. Carnegie by re- ance there. The champion will leave merely for the discussion of the bus- bales, 97,668; Sea Island, 109.592; by with which his name is associated of Ha rri man's financial dealings were sand marines and bluejao
for New York Sunday.
turn mall.
iness matters of the brotherhood."
t lit
t'mwi i r i i t
and which appeal so strongly to the with Franklin.
nil hkv t;
states, Texas 3,964,264.
SUGAR COMMITTEE
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LAS VEQAS

under previous laws.
In 1865 and without
of the 1907 law.

MANY IRRIGATION

Applications Recently Filed
Applications filed since December,
and pending, December being low
month In the year. As follows: (
No. 617. E. F. Judkjns, Carlsbad.
Blue siver. For 1,700 acres.
No. 618. Cimarron Valley Land Co.
For waters of Cimarron river for the
Irrigation of 12,000 acres.
No. 619. Cimarron Valley Land Co.
For waters of Cimarron river to Irrigate 30,000 acres.
No. 620. W. James,
Hagerman.
Felix river. 100 acres. Pumping plant.
No. 621. James M. Cowles, Hagerman. Felix river. 240 acres.
No. 622. McElroy and Austin, El
Paso, Texas. Waters of Animas river.
3,000 acres.
No. 623.
Pecos and Toyah Lake
and Irrigation company. 175,000 acres.
Returned for correction.
No. 624. J. H. Hersteln. Water of
Prlmario creek. 200 acres.
No. 625.
Macedonia S. Martinez,
Waters of Rlto Quemazon.
VIrsylvla.
About 200 acres.

OPTIC, TUESDAY,

PLOWING

FOR

JANUARY

23,

PROJECTS ARE
CONSIDERED

"

112.

WATER

the Lower Pecos
Must Be Done Deeply and at the
Application No. 439 covers one of
the most Important approvals nad
Right Time.
recently by the engineer's office. An
application for waters of the Pecos
river in its extreme southern portion
Experiment Stations Find That When
cf New Mexico, was made by T. A
Work Is Done In Fall It Proves
Eaell of Carlsbad. This project is tor
Water Conserving and Has
TERRITORIAL ENGINEER'S OFFICE
storage, forming one of the larost
Many Other Advantages.
IS NOW THE BUSIEST PLACE
the state, hav
storage reservoirs In
IN SANTA FE
ing a capacity of 190,000 acre feet at
It Is not alone sufficient to plow
The application is
each Hilling.
and to plow deeply; it is also necessary that the plowing be done at the
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 23. During amendatory of 319, which specified a
right time. In the very great mathe past several weeks the depart capacity of 110,000, but by raising the
of cases over the whole
an
jority
339
It
added
to
dam
etc.,
height,
ment of territorial engineer has taken
be
plowing should
territory,
acre
action on a large number of matters additional capacity of 80,000
done m the fall. There are three reais
dam
maximum
The
height
sons for this; first, after the crop Ms
pertaining to water right applications feet
In different sections of the state. So 85 feet; estimated cost of project Is
harvested, the soil should be disoft the
turbed immediately, so that It can be
much work of this character has been $535,000. The estimated run
been
has
Carlsbad
at
river
Pecos
exposed to the full action of the
In progress that the department has
weathering agencies, whether the winnot been able to furnish data up to made aggregating 500,000 thousand
ter be open or closed. If for any reaa
annum.
While
feet
per
large
per
tie present time. Several large ap- tion of this is
son plowing cannot be done early, It
appropriated by the
XpllcatlonB have been acted upon
Is often advantageous to follow the
conbelieved
it
is
Carlsbad
project,
which have been In the office for
No. 226. Domingo
Ruiz,
Dwyer, harvester with a disk, and to plow
some considerable time, being held siderable flood water will be avail- Small irrigation.
later when convenient. The chemical
able for this Ezell project, Inasmuch
No. 627. Orchard Irrigation district effect on the soil resulting from the
UP for different reasons and have
as the reservoir is located directly
by fall
finally received action when same com
Farmington. 14,000 acres, Animas weatheringas made possible
In the stream bed and will catch such
will be shown in chapter
plowing,
were
with
the
made
law
and
river.
plied
washIX., is of Itself so great as to warrant
without danger to the rights which floods as occurred last spring,
No. 628. Florence Lowe,
Dexter, the teaching of the general practice
consome
etc.,
out
dams,
power
ing
been
in
had
the
1,000 acres.
previously acquired
Spring branch of Salt of fall plowing. Secondly, the early
different portions of the same stream siderable portion coming in from creek.
stirring of the soil prevents evaporabelow the Carlsbad proNo. 629. J. C. Roseborough, Deming. tion of the moisture In the soil dursystem. The adjustment of an irri Rocky arroyo
was required to Flood waters Mlmtores
river. 480 ing late summer and the fall. Thirdly,
gation project to its neighbors Is ject. The applicant
to irrigate
file
a
in the parts of the
agreeing
stipulation
territory
somewhat difficult at times, and reacres.
where such precipitation occurs in the
a certain acreage in New Mexico.
of
a
careful
and
close
study
quires
Many
Filings
Pending
to be uti'ized
fall, winter or early spring, fall
the physical features of the country Considerable power is
Besides the above which have been plowing permits much of this precipifor
purposes.
pumping
of
the
and personal knowledge
ground
filed in the last month, there are
tation to enter the soil and be stored
No. 450.
Floyd Thomas, Artesia,
Involved, and points of irrigation law
there until needed by plants.
all
the
between
way
pending
which may be raised by protesting Granted a certificate of construction, the last field and first
A number o f experimental stations
recapplication
aB
constructed
been
project having
parties.
orded in the commencement of the of- have compared plowing done In the
per application.
fall with plowing done late In
Red River Valley Project
fice. Some projects go through easi- earlyfall
or In the spring, and with
the
No. 466. Baldwin and Gibbony, Ros- One of the largest projects
apothers are held up by contests, almost no exception It has been found
well. Acreage 600 acres. Cost $3,000. ly,
and prior rights, and litiga- that early fall plowing is
proved is the one covered by applicaNo. 479. Thomas H. Malone, Ros- - protests,
and in other ways advantagetion No. 521 by the Red River Valley well. Waters of the Felix river. Cer- tion in court withholds others, and the
are being approved or re ous. It was observed on a Utah
company, of East Las Vegas, filed on
applications
tificate of construction granted, pro
that the
land conDecember 29, 1910. This project is
jected, etc. as fast as the conditions
s
having been completed and will warrant without undue
tained to a depth of 10 feet 7.47
ject
located in the eastern portion of New
hasty
to appropriate granted, land
more water than the adjoining
license
liable to prejudice the rights so spring-ploweMexico on the Canadian river some
land a saving of nearly
in application having been
in the various applications. one-hacovered
miles above the town of Logan on the specified
of a year's precipitation. The
waters put to beneficial
and
irrigated
The past year has been noticeable for ground should be plowed in the early
Rock Island railroad, and covers an
use.
MH.O'iO
the increasing of irrigation projects, tall as soon as possible after the crop
acreage of approximately
In Other Parts of New Mexico
not particularly an increase in irriga Is harvested. It should then be left
acres of land. The water supply apNo. 480. James G. Kerr, Deming.
tion filings, but in the increase of ac In the rough throughout the winter,
proved in connection with this applihaving
and
cation is on the basis of 1 second foot construction, granted, project to
tual construction work covered by fil- so that it may be mellowed
been completed and license
broken down by the elements. The
ap
for 100 acres. The character of the
have
which
filed in the en
been
ings
water having been
rough land further has a tendency to
Canadian river is extremely torren- propriate granted use.
gineer's office in previous years. Irri- catch and hold the snow that may be
to beneficial
put
tial and storage of flood waters in
as a rule, are much blown by the wind, thus insuring a
No. 493. Geo. Doak,
Farmington. gation conditions,
large reservoir capacities will be Water of the Animas river for power better. Finances do not seem to be more even distribution of the water
so bad in this state as they are in from the melting snow.
oessary. The water supply for
Extension of time granted.
A common objection to fall plowing
this project Is apparently ample If purposes.
other sections.
No. 499. Joseph
Doggett, Raton.
is
that tee ground is so dry In the fall
recas
inasmuch
sufficiently stored,
Bona Fide Propositions
Small Irrigation project. Approved.
that it does not plow up well, and that
ords collected at Logan indicate a
It is noticeable from the filings the great dry clods of earth do much
No. 500. Tomer W. Schofleld, Alaminimum of about 800,000 acre feet
For waters of Tularosa above mentioned which have been ap- to Injured the physical condition of the
mogordo.
per annum, of which it is estimated river. Irrigation project. Rejected. proved within the last few weeks, soil. It Is very doubtful If such an
that Ute Creek, a tributary above the
is generally valid, especially
No. 519. W. C. Barnnin. Change of that a great many are for small water objection
if the soil is so cropped as to leave a
point of measurement, adds 100,000
enoffice
The
has
been
diversion.
supplies.
of
Approved.
point
fair margin of moisture In the soil at
feet annually. The land Is located
No. 533. R. G. Smith, Farmingtcn. couraging the filing of water on pro harvest time. The
atmospheric agenalmost entirely In the Montoya Land For waters of Animas river. Reject- jects which will
Irrigate probably as cies will usually break down the
Grant, which in itself consists of ed.
40
low as
acres and which will run clods, and the physical result of the
some seven or eight hundred thouwill be beneficial.
Un
No. 538. Herman Gerhart, Tucum- - up as high as one, two, three or four treatment
sand acres, a great portion of which Is cari. Waters of
Parajito for 30,000 hundred acres, and thereby afford a doubtedly, the fall plowing of dry land
irrigable after adequate construction acres. Cost $750,000. Approved. Cut fine means of livelihood for one or Is somewhat difficult, but the good re
and storage has been taken care of down
to 20,000 from Pajarlto and pos- water supply and the government and sults more than pay the farmer for
his trouble. Late fall plowing, after
Itis estimated that the cost will ag- sible use of 5,000 acres from
Vigil.
management of their own projects the fall rains have softened the land,
gregate $3,500,000. One portion of
No. 543. David C. Johnson, Johnson, within their control. It has been es- is
preferable to spring plowing. If
the construction work requires a dam N. M. Small
Irrigation project from timated by the department in connec- for any reason the farmer feels that
135 feet high and 29,000 feet long and
tion with irrigation resources of New he must practice spring plowing, he
Dry Cimarron. Approved
of a capcity of 50,500 acre ' feet at
No. 544. Murdo Mackenzie, Kenton, Mexico, that 100,000
acres of land should do it as early as possible In
each filling. Being an exceptionally Oklahoma. A few hundred acres for could be reclaimed
such small fil the spring. Of course, it is inadvis
by
able to plow the soil when it Is so
large project the times for portions irrigation approved.
ings spread throughout the immense wet
were
of the work to be completed
as to Injure Its tilth seriously, but
No. 547. J. P. Van Houten, Shoe area of New Mexico, storing small
as soon as that danger period Is
made liberal by the engineer.
maker. Irrigation of 400 acres. Ap floods for the irrigation of small acre
passed, the plow should be placed In
Springer Project
ages, of which there are innumerable the ground. The moisture in the soli
proved.
No. 22. Extensiqn of time on the
No. 549. J. L. Tawson, Alamogordo. quantities.
These small projects, al- will thereby be conserved, and whatold project partially built, by the Small irrigation project Approved.
so, are of the most bona fide charac- ever water may fall during the spring
No. 553. H. M. Foster, Barney, N. ter ,a great many of them having been months will be conserved also. This
Springer Land and Irrigation com
pany. The engineer rejected the ap- M. Small irrigation project. Approv- constructed. In fact, the certificates is of especial Importance In the Great
plication by this company for exten- ed.
of construction and license to appro- Plains region, and In any district
where the precipitation comes In the
sion of time. The board of water comNo. 554. Cosmo Martinez, Valleci- - priation granted within the last five
and winter months.
missioners, however, sustained such tos. For waters of Vallecltos. Small or six weeks have been on small pro spring
decision 4in the part pertaining to the irlrgation project. Approved.
jects and which have hastened their
DRESS FOR YOUNG GIRL
No. 561. Rafael Otero, et al., Hllls- - work to completion and secured final
proposed project for 415 acre feet,
but allowing an extension on the old boro. For water from Las Animas papers, declaring to them a water
ditch which had been partially com creek. Small acreage, Approved with right sufficient for their small acre
pleted. No appeal was taken from proviso.
ages.
this decision, and the extension wa
No. 564. Samuel Gillespie, Kenton,
granted.
Oklahoma. Small irrigation project,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Eden Cant
Carrizozo arroyo. Approved.
Take LAXATIVE
BROMO
Quinine
No. 40. Change of point of diverNo. 5C5. A. L. Taylor, Artesia, Cot- Tablets.
Druggists refund money it
sion for the Eden canal proposition, ton Wood Draw for small acreage; It fails to cure. E. W.
GROVE'S slg
San Juan county. Approved in con- pumping plant. Approved.
nature Is on each box. 25c.
No. 567. Charles A.Johnson, Cedar
formity to opinion from the attorney
general on December 18. This pro- Hill. For waters of Animas river for
A MATTER OF TASTE
ject covers 25,000 acres on the east 25,000 acres. Rejected.
Some people like Rye in preference
side of the Animas river, of which
No. 572. Charles De Foresta, Sliff. to Bourbon or
blend whiskeys, and
several miles of canal have already Permit to enlarge old existing irrigaright here is where we want you to
been built and contracts let for the tion ditches for the purpose of insample our Sherwood Rye. It has
remainder.
creasing irrigable acreage for sllfht that smooth, delightful flavor that
Other Reclamation Undertakings
appropriation of water from the Gila characterizes perfect whiskey, full
No. 371. Black and Ponsford, 10,000 river. Approved.
quart bottled in bond. All the stand
acres on the San Juan river, appealed
No. 579. J. E. Moore, Alamogordo. ard whiskeys, brandies, wines and
to the board of water commissioners Appropriation of flood waters from liquors at the Opera Bar. C. T. Far
where it is now pending, by Jay Tur- - Escondido arroyo.
Small
irrigation ley, Prop.
Approved.
project
of
San Juna county.
ley
No, &82.
. E.
Hartley, Springer.
No. 372. Duval and NormenL Santa
RED HOT 8TUFF
Pe, 30 second feet of water of htambe Small appropriation from Cimarron by
When you buy coal you want the
means of pumping. Approved.
river for power purposes. Rejected.
best quality that money will buy.
No. 585. Frank W. Broad, Chama. Well, that's Yankee coal, finest
No. 412. J. P. Van Houten, Shoegrade
maker, for waters of Mora river, for Application covering three ditches. for the furnace and the range. A
Appli- trial order Will convince
7,000 acres estimated cost $135,000. Two being old appropriations.
you that It
Reservoir capacity 20,000 acre feot in cation was approved for one; others is the best what is. We deliver with
Private proposition in being without jurisdiction of this despatch. Phone us. Coors Lumber
one filling.
Co.
connection with a large sheep proio-sitio- office Small irrigation project.
No. 589 James A. Lafferty, Capltan.
In eastern Mora county.
No. 413.
BIG REDUCTION
Cherry Valley Ditch com Small irrigation project. Approved
This design Is for a girl of 10 to 12
pany, J. P. Van Houten, for waters from Bueras canyon.
Daring our Inventory sale every- years, and may be carried out in any
No. 590. I. E. Shahan, Springer. thing goes at 50 cents o nthe dol- thin woolen
to irrigate 1,000 acres. Returnol and
material; our model Is in
Waters
old
Covered
appropria-otributary to Cimarron. Small lar. We make a specialty of misses' pastel blue cashmere.
by
rejected.
bodice Is cut low
The
acreage. Approved.
Pumping plant and children's hats, alsoh some of the
under previous laws.
Valleci-tos- . latest
a piece of
in
the
ind
591.
below
No.
are
GalVegos,
one
neck,
Lucaa
square
dresses
and
,, 414.
Stauffel,
piece
McLaughlin
Waters of Ceboll creek. Small cost. Call and be convinced. Mrs. A. tancy galloon being carried across the
us. 190 acres. Returned and reedge both front and back; wide pieces
Standish.
covered by old appropriation acreage. Approved-On
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The Greatest January White Sale in The History
of this Store will Come to a Close Saturday
WW have another White
Don't delay! It may be a long, long while before you
Don't hesitate!
Wear buying opportunity such as this.
nlaced on
w
Consider that here are the greatest assortments, finest qualities and
Remember
white goods of every sort by this or any other local store in many reasons.
nk "W "
to
goods are fresh, crisply new, perfect and without a flaw. Then stop
for
goods requ rem
white
now
all
your
utilize the substantial Bums you will save if you anticipate
co
will
it
that
the next twelve months. Finally, remember that the sale is on its last lap
White Sale Orea es
URDAY and decide that yon will share again In this Greatest January
ure.
Come
point of asortments Greatest In point of qualities Greatest in point of reductions.

dry-far-

MUSLIN

NEW

EMBROIDERIES,

WHITE WAISTS

UNDERWEAR,

WHITE GOODS

Worth 1.50 to 3.00 each
Slightly Soiled From
Handling
SPECIAL 79c

TABLE LINENS

and
SHEETINGS

and
TOWELS
Specially Priced

Prices

At Attractive

VICTOR

ROSENWALD'S

TALKING

BLOCK

dry-far-

I

water-conservin- g

dry-far-

d

acre-Inche-

ae-tio-

d

lf

n

short-waiste-

vin.
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HACHINES

ESmBLSHED

PLAZA
1Q6Z
Vtetti

jr material are carried over tne snoui-lerthey are edged with the trimr
ming, and the ends are gathered in
the band at top of spirt; the panel
In front of Bkirt is carried up over
bodice both front and back in a deep
point, It Is trimmed below the point
with buttons; the trimming is carried
across sides between the panels at
s.

un-le-

top of hem.

Materials

required:

Inches wide, about

4

3
yards 44
yards trimming.

Tulle Theater Caps.
Fur and tulle is one of the Inconsistencies of the smart autumn millinery. The charm of such a combination is nowhere more evident than
In the quaint little theater cap seen
In the best shops. These are of the
most vivid shades of tulle burning
blue,
red, flashing green, brilliant
flaming orange, bright cerise, with
wisps of fur of a darker tone along
the edges. A cap of deepest orange
tulle was bordered with mink and had
a huge pillow muff of the tulle and
mink to correspond. Cerise tulle Is
striking with, seal, and the deeper
reds with ermine. Bright blue and
moleskin is also a favorite combination.

and "dreams" launched Dy the Pans
dressmakers for the winter season.
Poiret, the most daring of tne Paris
dress artists, still clings to the oriental In his latest models. He has finally acknowledged his "jupe pantalon"
or Turkish trouser skirt to be a failure, but the wonderful vivid colorings
of the orient still hold his attention
and in some of his startling new afternoon and evening frocks he has combined vivid reds, blues and greens-co- lor
schemes which would be lurid
and terrible except when combined
with the master hand of a Poiret and
worn by a woman of the right type.
The fair beauty of a blonde model
is eclipsed when she dons one of these
frocks with its vivid color notes. She
is not the woman to set It off to best
advantage, so an olive skinned, al
mond eyed beauty is chosen in her
It is said there will be no
place.
flaxen haired models employed at any
of the big style shows held in this
country or Paris. Only the languorous beauties who suggest the mystery
of the orient are In demana.

i

c

ycunger set wool emDroioery is very
much in evidence, and until one has
seen a dress of this description It U
hard to realize just how effective the
popular worsted trimming may be.
Some of the gowns have bands of wool
flower work about the bottom of the
skirt and on the girdle, and a frock
of white chiffon had a blue tunic effect
bordered with worsted flowers resem
.
bllng rosea and
foruet-me-nots-

THEIR

SINGING

HARD

LABOR

People of Star Island, Says Cells
Thaxter, Grind Out Sounds With
Tremendous Exertion.
Among people of average musical
ability there is less singing than there
used to be. Nearly everybody enjoys
singing, and there was a time when
nearly everybody was expected, on occasion, to Bing. But from different
causes a more exacting standard, the
rivalry of the phonograph, and other
reasons amateur singers are fewer
than they were. It is a matter for
from one point of view, and from
another for rejoicing.
In a recently published letter, Cella
Thaxter tells how some of the Star
Island folks, during her long residence
at the Isles of Shoals, used to sing.
"Their singing," she declared, "was
truly astonishing, Indeed, I might say,
excruciating. They go at it precisely
as if they were sawing wood, and
grind out the sounds with such exertion that their faces become crimson
and the perspiration stands In beads
on their foreheads." Youth's Companre-gr-

Desirable Millinery Furs.
Touches of fur are the rule on the
winter models, says the Drygoods
Economist. Ermine is a strong favorBRUNETTE
STYLES FOR THE
millinery and beaver
ite In high-clas- s
is a high novelty, being used to edge
Vivid Colorings, So Popular Just Now, and face brims, and in bands and bows
close-fittinNeed Dark Beauty to Set
encircling the crown. Small,
Them Off.
bonnets and turbans are shown
furs with long or
in the short-haireAt a recent style show held in short empire scarfs and frequently a
Washington under the patronage of a muff to match. Mole Is in prominent
committee of society women the liv- use, also sealskin and its substitutes,
ing models chosen were girls with as well as ermine and beaver. Skunk ion.
brown hair and brown eyes. No mat- is used in large quantities for trimter how beautiful a girl of the blonde ming purposes.
type might be, she did not have a
Mr. Shyboy Miss Edith, I've called
chance of being chosen for the show.
.iiis evening to er er press my suit
Quaint Dancing Frocks.
The blonde girl is not admired this
On some of the little dancing frocks wd er
season, for she does not bring out the
or net made for the afterMiss Edith Frost Tuesday Is our
rood oolnts of the new "creations" of chiffon
noon dancing classes of the very much Toning day.
g

d

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only arprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

II

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Ooods
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f Union county, I4.8.58, on no
Ing picture theater, 30 hy 100 feet,
was only ventilated by a suction blow
SAID
SHE
count of taxes collected.
OZON
er and In spite of this "crowd odors''
Arrest by Mounted Polio.
persisted in the room. An ozonator
FAINT
WOULD
Mounted Policeman C. P. Lambert
was Installed above the front enBlnce th
theory of cur- trouble but none that we can recomweek
and
arrested
at Cimarron last
TO
highly aa thla for we know that
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and
now,
trance,
of John
given up hy scientist fi many ultTrrmt D.t.D. atops the Itch at once. We can
procured the conviction
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been
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tried
skin
Stand
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you
selves
to
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Is
Unable
Mrs. Delia Long
sweet,
ing, the air tn the theater
Lamb on the hitter's own piss of
But It has been found th t these salves that will b enough to prove It
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cool
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odorless.
and
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experiand
all other drugalate have
mot
the
(If
penetrate
pores
only clog
On Her Feet More Than a Few
guilty to the charge of grand larceny.
below the epidermis D.D.D. Prescription
go to them It you
In a factory and in a to tha inner skin verm
was
ment
tried
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come
re
occurred
Imliied.
us but don't accept some
to
can't
Where the eczema
Ths robbery in question
Minutes at a Time.
,ut
In
of
success.
aiibatltut.
the
This
with
big
pi.
penetratlne
quality
equal
printing shop
ranch In Colfax county,
the "Bar-X- "
nut If you come to or atora. we are
explnlns the tremendous
one store which had suffered from a probably
of the well known lluiild. eczema ao certain of what D.P t. will do for you
and concerned the personal property
thnt we offer you a full also bottln on
glyPendenrraas, Ga. Mrs. Delia Long, MOVING PICTURE SHOW8 AND small fire which thoroughly smoked remedy, oil ofa wlnterareen,
HE EXPRESSES WILLINGNESS TO of a Mr. Johnson.
tf you do not find that
compounded In D.D.I). thla guarnntee
cerine, etc.,
of this place, in a recent letter, says:
It takea awny the Itch AT OHCR. It
the Intehlor, the ozonlser removed I'reeerlptlon.
I suffered agonfive
"For
or
six
QUIT WHEN PRESENTED WITH
LARGE
years,
AUDITORIUMS
NOW
a
not
Quail.
coat
remedies
akin
We
for
cent
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other
a
have
Enough
you
ies with womanly troubles.
every tract of the disagreeable
FORMAL REQUEST.
MADE
MORE
SANITARY.
a
more
The quail trappers employed by the
than
Often, I couldn't sit up
K. 1). (iOOlMIX. fast Las Vrrfas, New Mexico.
smoke from the room and stock In
state have been ordered to cease few minutes at a time, and If I stood
also
have
12 hours.
machines
The
I
on
would
faint
my feet long,
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 23. Governor work as the report of the state game
Dlu you ever notice how much been tried out In hospitals,
club
I took Cardul, and It helped me ImYOU CAN CARRY A GUN
McDonald has asked no one for his and fish warden show enough on hand mediately. Now, I can do my work all clearer and Bweeter the atmosphere rooms, shopa and In private dwellings OPPOSE NEW WOODMEN LEVY.
A convention
Is our attraotlvs watch fob.
IUh
If
23.
.Ian.
It
did."
I
Chicago,
the
that
of
state
like
the
don't
suffer
and
to
time,
stock those parts
Is after a hard thunder shower?
resignation' thus far. This Is not saywith equal success. Ozone acts on
Take Cardul when you feci 111 In any
Of the head camp
Modern It Is admired by young and old sedate
of
Warthe
of
birds.
the
need
in
have
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he
that
does
not
ing
expect resignaThere are two very good reasons the air as bacterlaclde and a power Woodmen of
way weak, tired, miserable, or under
America, ' compoaed of and otherwise; children wear It in
tions. In fact, he rather looks for den Thomas P. Gable has Issued an- the weather. Cardul Is a strength-buildin- r: this:
ful deodorizer. Ozone will find an
the
first,
of
heavy
downpour
on
tonic medicine for women.
such a billet-doufrom Warden Cleo-fe- other order forbidding quail to be
and about Ml delegntea representing the every ooncplvnQle manner; youths
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,r,iMi,ooo
their
the
pain
members
boys
lapels,
Romero during the next few days, taken outside the state except
distress caused by womanly troubles, "I all dust and smoke iarttcleB; sec- deodorlzatlon of the air of hospitals, iiiiciuahout the country, met In this
supporting their little kilts or suits.
and has about made up his mind who change for other game birdB.
schools, etc.
and is an excellent medicine to have on ond, the great flashes of lightning aimrtinenta. atudloa.
to consider and act upon Young girls and maidens. In fact, ah
Hy
hand at nil times.
shall be the successors of Warden
Water Gauge Installed.
have charged the air with ozone wherever there Is likely to be a large the today
constion
become enthuslastlo
acts
of raising the Insurance clasaea really
Cardui
the
womanly
question
Romero, as well as of Traveling AudCharles E. Linney, section director
building up womanly strength, which is a wonderful purifier and crowd.
of the organization. The higher when they see thla fob and Itnmedl
rales
itor John Joerns, although great pres- of the United States weather bureau, tution,
toilets
In stables, chicken coops,
toning up the nerves, and regulating cleanplng agent and a powerful oxlales are proposed In order M con Btely want to carry a gun. gee our
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city this morning for Kspan-ola- theItswomanly
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form
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will
a
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very close friends, urging him to
greatfloating merit. It has done good to thousands.
where he will install
Man was not slow to note this noxious emanations,
h con ven cent store.
measure
by
ivgrecd
upon
change his mmd. But Governor Mc automatic
Will you try It? It may be just what cleansing effect of a thunder shower ly ameliorate the conditions. In parrecording water gauge
Hon of frnteniBl Insurance organize
Donald is anything but vacillating and that will replace the old stationary you need. Ask your druggist about and
quickly devised the ozonator, an ticular, the shops for assorting rags, Hons held at Mobile a year ago, which
CEMENT FLOORS
unless very good reasons are ad; instrument heretofore in use. Mrs. E. Cardul. He will recommendft It.
electrical device which, by a series of manufacture of fertilizers, and fac- decided
...
In order
rate
a
uniform
of the Ideal Sanitary
The
stables
his
N. B. Writ tn : Utle- Advlwry Dept..Oitta
vanced,
present determination will F. McBrlde, wife of the station agent
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omn." Mil in plain wrappar. so iuul.
and surance laws of many of the slates. which makes It an easy matter to
likely to announce his choice for ad- server. Daily reports will be sent to
flnsh.
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emanaof
source
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jutant general this week. The fight Denver where calculations will be
proper supply of fresh air la those which are
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Exceptional Values in

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
These Garments were Selected
From au Immense Line of samples, and Combine Service and
Daintiness.

Drawers, Skirts, Gowns, Corset Covers and Conbination
Suits.
25c Value
35c Value
50c Value
75c Value
1.15 Vaine
1.25 Value
1.50 Value
1.75 Value
2.25 Value
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AND GRAUBARTH
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NECESSARY

To start one of our horses going and
no gasoline Is necessary to keep them
Nobby, clean and
going.
rigs and good horses are what constitutes the best livery service. Remember you can get ue at any hour of
the day or night by calling Main 15
M. L. Cooley.

$1500 v
PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIME
will buv a eood two story frame
house, 7 rooms and bath, corner lot
sidewalks in on both streets, excel
lent location; easily worth $2,000
Better hurry if you want to take
advantage of this bargain.
Investment and Agency
Corpora

tion, Phone Main

40.

HOW'S THIS?
Wo nffor On a Hundred Dollars Re- Ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Cure.

t nHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Wi th linriersiened. have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe uim pertectly nonorauie in au
Koit,ooQ tmiiRactintiK. and financially
able to carry out obligations made by
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
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THE LATEST
MUSICAL

HITS

in Sheet Music
and Phonograph Records
INCLUDING
"Hands Up"
"Bohemia"
"Come Along Ma Cherie"
"My Beautiful Lady"
"Bright Eyes"
"Alexander's Ragtime Band"
"Billy"
"My Hero"
And all the popular airs.

THE ROSENTHAL
A.
Opposite Y. M. C.
The Las Vegas Home of:
The Edison Phonograph.
The Victor Talking Machine.
The Columbia Graphophonefl.
Also
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GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

A number of civil service examinations for many branches of the government work have been announced
for the month of February. In most
cases application for the examination
should be made to the secretary of
the examining board in .as Vegas,
where the examinations will be held,
at which time persons will be supplied
with necessary blanks and examination forms. These properly executed
and accompanied by medical certifi
cate will be sent to Washington
where they will be filed. In the case
of exceirtions to this rule application
should be made to the United States
Civil Service commission or to certain
specified officers.
The first of the examinations will
be held on February 3, on which date
the following quizzes will occur: land
.grant co'Iege specialist. In the bureau of education, department of Interior, salary $1,S0n
pgr annum;
preiiarator, male, for nrvW In the
ureau of HIoIokIchI Survey and the
department of Agriculture, salary 11,.
200 per annum: editorial
assistant,
mnle In Ilureau of Education and
of Interior, salary $1,800 per
nnnnra: tobacco expert, male. In the
Philippine service, salary $1,600 per
I

nnnum.

February 7 is the next examination
date when examinations In the following subjects will be held: topographic
air, temporary employment with the
Geographical Survey during the field
season, with salary ranging from $45
to $75 a month; cadet office, male,
light house service, salary
ranging
from $finn to $720 per annum; cadet
engineer, male, light house service,
Falary ranging from $660 to $780 per
annum; advanced apprentice engrav
er, male in hydrographic office of the
Bureau of Navigation, and Navy
salary $700 per annum:
laboratory aid, male, in Bureau of
Plant. Industry, salary, $720 per annum; aM, male, in Division of Graphic Arst, National Museum,
Washington, D. k salary $50; laboratory
In paper and textiles in Bu
reau of Standards and Department of
Commerce and Labor, at salary rang
ing from $900 to $1,200 per annum;
apprentice plate cleaner, tranf- and engraver, male in Bureau of Engraving and Printing, salary $1.60 per
diem.
On February 7 and 8 examinations
will occur in the following: mechanical draftsman, male in office of Chief
of Ordnance, and War Department,
salary ranging from $900 to $1,200;
land law clerk, In the forest service,

PERSUADE

HOSPITAL

GIRL

PHYSICIANS

More Could
Yovi Earn

if your brain was in condition
to do its best work?
A hard working brain must
be fed just as surely and
regularly as other parts of the
body.
Feed vour brain right and
you have token a step foward.

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD

made of wheat and barley,
mais rich in
as
such
Phosphate of
terial,
is grown in
which
Potash,
these natural food grains.
Thousands who use Grape-Nut- s
and cream regularly get
results sturdy health and
clear thinking.
This food may be just what
you need and
brain-buildin- g

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited
Battk Cftek, Michigan
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Large Size $1.00

Small Size 25c
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news-palmer-
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For mpre than four weeks Miss
has been unable to speak except In harsh or low and monotonous
shrill whispers, and her affliction, diagnosed as 'apronla hysteria," has attracted the attention of the entire
hospital staff. Careful examination
by a specialist proved that her throat
and vocal organs are not affected in
any way, but all methods yet employed to dispel the hysteria have
been of no avail.
The physicians flsst tried the plan
of having, Miss Decker play with children at the hospital, in the hope that
a moment of enthusiasm wtould
prompt her to cry out and discover
that she could speak loud. No such
result was obtained, however.
With a similar object In mind the
girl's mother, who resides at Springfield, 111., was brought in unexpectedly to visit her. Miss Decker had not
seen her mother for more than two
months, but her greeting was only a
whisper.
When Dr .Sewing and a reporter
visited Miss Decker's lonely room
they found that she had smuggled in
two little girls from one of the wards
and was playing with them. The children were sent away. The "whispering girl" appeared to be happy, but
cried when she doctor and nurses
told her she could speak if she would.
"I tell you I would speak if I could"
she whispered angrily.
Miss Decker Was taken to the hospital two weeks ago from the Convent
of the Good Shepherd. Her complaint,
the physicians believe, was induced
by temporary attack of throat trouble.
They believe she will recover under
the stress pf some emotion.
DiM-ke-

and Department of Agriculture, salary
ranging from $900 to $1,600; assistant physical geologist, in Geological
Survey, salary $1,200.
An examination for junior
topo
grapher, in the Geological Survey, sal
ary ranging from $720 to $1,200 per
annum will occur on February 8 and
9. On February 10 there will be an
examination for Indian reservation
superintendent, in Bureau of Indian
Affairs, salary $1,200 to $3,000 per annum. On February 17 an examination
for baker, female, In Indian service at
several Indian schools, salary $500
and $540 will be held.
On February 20 there will be exam
inations in the following: anatomist, mm
WEDS HER 35 YEARS LATER.
male, in the Army Medical Museum,
Akron, O., Jan. 23 Following a sep- and the office of
Surgeon General,
W.
aration of 35 years, Leander
$1,600 per annum; nautical
Smith of Boise City, Idaho, who has salary,
in Hydrographic Office,
served in both the upper and lower expert, male,
Bureau of Navigation and Navy De
houses in that state, and Miss Cora T;
partment, salary $1,000 per annum;
Liggett of No. 276 Merriman street, manual
training, teacher, male, to fill
W.
S.
Rev.
the
married
been
have
by
at Pierre school, South Da
vacancy
Jenkins, pastor of the West Hill Consalarv
$720 per annum; and vac
kota,
gregational church.
In the early seventies Smith went ancy at Cushman School, Washing
West. His thoughts wandered back ton, salary $1,200 annuri, "aitd in the
to Akron, and he finally decided to Indian service; this last examinatibn
nr '
21.
make a trip East, arriving here sev- continues on February
will
The examinations
be held on
eral weeks ago, to learn that his forto
tie
awitrlPf
24,
February
following:
mer sweetheart had never married.
of
in
ant.
Bureau
male
horticulturist,
35
of
love
affair
The
years ago
Plant Industry, and Department of
culminated in the marriage.
Agriculture, salary $1,800 per annum,
and horticulturist, male, in the same
departments as the assistant, salary
SUNDAY SCHOOL COUNCIL.
Toronto Ont, Jan. 23. The Sunday- ranging from $2,250 to $2,500.
There will be a special civil ser
School Council of the United States
and Canada, comprising the secre vice examination for the position of
taries, editors, publishers and repre- forest clerk at the postofflce of this
sentatives of boards or the Sunday city on February 27. For application
school organizations of the two coun blanks and full information regarding
tries, .began its second meeting in To the examination, qualifications, duties
ronto today. The sessions will last and salary see the secretary of the
three days and will be devoted to the board of civil service examiners at
consideration of a number of import the postofflce.
ant questions affecting Sunday school
If you want to get the want you
work. Rev. E. M. Fergusson of Phila
delphia, Rev. A. L. Phillips of Rich- want to get, you want to get your
The Optic
mond, Va and a number of other well want in a want getter.
known leaders are among, the partici- - wants you to get the want yon want
to get Try the ' Want Adt" and see.
ants.
-

It cleans and Polishes in the same operation.
It is the most economical Polish made.

St. Louis, Jan. 23. Solitary confinement in an isolated room Is the
latest means by which physicians at
the City hospital are trying to restore
the power of Intoned speech to
Ada Decker, "the whispering
girl." She is permitted to see no one
but physicians and nurses, and they
visit her room infrequently.
Miss Decker's affliction the physicians say, is purely psychic, and the
object in sending her to a solitary
room was to remove her from the
profuse but misdirected sympathy expressed by other patients in the open
wards. Until she was isolated she
heard such remark a: "Poor
girl! She has lost her voice. She is
dumb."
The effect of this, says Dr.
A. H- - Sewing, resident physician, was
to impress more firmly on her mind
the delusion that her vocal organs
had lost their power for good.
It is hoi rd by her medical attendants that .Miss Decker finally will
ti.it it is better to talk than
to sit ill day in a lonely room with
no companions but books and

DUNCAN

OPERA HOUSE

Wednesday January 24th.
AT LAST WE ARE TO HAVE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO SEE THE

CHEER UP!

KIRKE LaSHELLE PRODUCTION
Of Henry Blossom's Great Racing Play

CHECKERS
With Practically The Original Cast

INCLUDING
DAVE GRAHAM

IN HIS
ORIGINAL
ROLE OF

"PUSH" MILLER

IS THE ONLY COMPANY THAT HAS EVER PRESENTED THIS METROPOLITAN OFFERING, HAVING PLAYED
TWENTY DIFFERENT ENGAGEMENTS IN NEW YORK
CITY, WHERE IT WILL RETURN THIS SEASON FOR A
RUN OF SIX WEEKS.

THIS

THE PLAY'S ACTION ABSORBS YOU
ITS SPIRITS ENTRANCES
ITS CLIMAXES ELECTRIFY
NO ONE SHOULD MISS SEEING IT

PRICES $1.50, $1.00. 75c

EVERYBODY

Reads the Optic

y

f How Much

THE BEST SILVER POLISH MADE.

PERIMENT OF PLACING HER
IN A LONELY

P

G0RHAM SILVER POLISH.

TO TALK

PEOPLE

,
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SILENT

NEXT MONTH
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EXAMINATIONS

PLAYED

J. van Houten arrived last night
from his home in Raton and will be
in Las Vegas a short time.
Mrs. N. Wiel is in Las Vegna from
her home in Ocate visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Goldsmith, at her home on
LOCAL GIRLS' TEAMS TO PLAY
Eleventh street
PRELIMINARY TO
A. M. McCready, Sanu Fe travelCONTEST
ing engineer with headquarters Jin
Raton, arrived last night from the
basTickets for the double-heade- r
Gate City on business.
Clarence lden went to Albuquerque ketball game scheduled for Friday
Saturday night and will be in the night at the armory between the State
Duke city several days In the interest University and the Normal team and
the girls' teams of the Normal and
of Gross Kelly & Company.
Judge A. B. Fall passed through Las the Las Vegas High school were placed
Seats for
Vegas this afternoon on train No. 1 on sale this afternoon.
en route from northern New Mexica these games are selling at 33 cents to
all persons connected with either ot
to his home In Three Rivers.
Mre. Jacot Stern, accompanied by the schools of Las Vegas and 50 cents
her sister, Mrs. Dan Stern, is ex- to the general public. The tickets are
pected to return tomorrov from a in tao bands of vhe students for disposal but admission to the game can
short visit in Tucumcari.
be obtained at the armory for 50
A. R. Marwick,
general secretary of
the Y. M. C. A. will leave this evening cents straight on the night of the
on train No. 4, the Chicago Limited. game.
The big contest of the evening is
on a short business trip to Chicago
W. R. Smythe, territorial good the one between the Normal boys'
roads engineer, went on a short trip team and the aggregation representof inspection over the scenic highway ing the State University of AlbuquerHe will return to Las que. Competition between these two
yesterday.
teams is keen, i.asi year the Unlver- Vegas this evening.
C. H. Hall, traveling agent for the 8"y cleaned up with the Normal team
Refrigerator Department of the Santa j' tn same played at the D
Vegas boys in turn d
Fe, arrived on train No. 1 from hisliind
team on
feated
the
Albuquerque
La
in
and
headquarters
Junta
spent
the afternoon in Laa Veeas on busi-- ! n"e grounds. With the axoeptlo
of the defeat handed them by the
ness.
went
W. C. Black, superintendent of the Normal quintette the Varsity
season
without
the
entire
Seventh division of the Postal Tel- through
graph company, who has been in Las losing a game. For that reason the
Vegas for two days on business, ieft engagement Friday night will be hotThe game between the
bhjfl afternon for his headquarters in ly contested.
High School girls' team and the NorDenver.
Jacob Regehr has arrived from his mal lassies' team, though preliminary
former home in Deerneld, Kan., with to the main attraction of the evening,
Both of
full farming equipment and 30 head of will be equally interesting.
horses for his dry farm on the mesa. these local teams are confident of
He will return to Deerfleld tomorrow winning and the game will decide th
for other household effectB.
city championship. A short time ago
Mr.- - and Mrs. Morris
Back arrived the High School team made claim to
this afternoon from their home in the championsh'p as the girls of the
Mora and will leave this evening for Normal University were not representNew York and other cities in the East ed with a basketball team, and Inon a purchasing trip for Back Broth-- sinuated that the girls from the state
school were "yellow." Friday night
rs, dealers in general merchandise.
John Lee Clark, state deputy of the will decide the truth of both these asB. P. O. E., arrived this afternoon sertions.
The boys' team from the Normul
from Albuquerque on his annual trip
of inspection to Las Vegas lodge No. looks like a sure winner, and the
will have to travel to
408. Mr. Clark will be the guest of
Four
the local lodge at the meeting tonight win from the Meadow City.
members of the 1911 team are playin the lodge rooms in O. R. C. hall
A. M. Blackwell, of the firm of ing and are practically sure of places
Blackwell and Wielandy, wholesale with the regulars. There are several
stationery dealers of St. Louis, is ex cand'datos trying for the fifth posipected to arrive in Las Vegas this tion. Sol Oallegos one of the sta.-- s
evening. Mr. Blackwell was formerly of last, year's team who was out of
now the game because of an injury receivof the firm of
Gross Kelly & company, of this city. ed during the football season at the
Word was received in Las Vegas first of the year is again playing and
from La Junta that Mr. and Mrs. F. can be counted on to do his share
H. Pierce will leave today for Mrs. for the team. Comstock, who played
Pierce's former home in Owensboro, center last year, Koogler, captain ot
Ky. Mr. Pierce, who has been crit- the team, and Ellis all veterans in
ically ,ill and Was threatened with the game, are playing with the Norpneumonia, is reported to be consid- mal. Bentley and Fredericks are the
most promising members of the squad
erably improved.
The two Misses Bonds, daughters and one of the guards will undoubtedof Hugh L. Bond, general counsel for ly be played by them on the occasion
the Baltimore and Ohio road, accom of the game with the Albuquerque
nanled by Mrs. R. M. Smith, passed quintette.
The University team, accompanied
through Las Vegas this afternoon in
1
B. and O. car No. 900 on train No.
by coaches and manager, will arrive
enroute from their home in Baltimore in Las Vegas Friday afternoon on
to the Pacific coast. Car No. 300 is train No. 10 from the Duke City, acthe one used by Oscar Murray, chair cording to word received this morning
man of executive board of the Balti- by Dr. F. H. Roberts of the Normal
Ohio.
moreand
University. It is said that the VaT-sitteam is a strong aggregation an
the contest will no doubt be the stet
lar attraction of the basketball sea
son in Las Vegas.
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The man who does Ike
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility it never
lost sight of for a moment
in proscription filling. Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Ton may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

mil

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

4

J. MI.CUNNdAM, President
FRANK 3 RINQER Vice President
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have "arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the pro
gress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.
op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

LAS VEGAS

UNCLE THAD'S
NURSE
By ELLA RANDALL PEARCE

"Why, he told me his age; fifty
three."
"Ob. he's sensitive about that Be
always knocks off ten years more.
And he's always been vain of his accumulation of money; likes to have
folks think him richer than be Is. He
told us what he was worth when we
came here, 'cause he made It all over
us; and, barring the house, which is
a fine one, but heavily mortgaged, he
has very little, very little. We were
surprised, weren't we. Charlotte?"
"Yes, uncle's very queer," replied
Charlotte portentously.
"Well, of course he never spoke of
such things to me;" said Miss Scott
"Why, hes likely to change his
mind about us and pack us off at any
moment." Selina looked
as she spoke
"There was his
his sister's unly child he
nephew
brought him up, and promised to
make him bis heir. Fooled him, too,
about his property, and then turned
him out one day, without a dollar. We
don't know where the poor fellow is
now starving, maybe."
"How terrible!" Miss Scott's blue
eyes were wide open. She looked very
thoughtful as she arranged a bowl of
broth and some crackers on a little
tray, and went upstairs to the Invalid.
"I guess we've given her something
to think about now." Selina's tones
were triumphant.
"Selina Trimbell!" said Charlotte,
'1 didn't know it was in
you!"
Miss Scott was thinking seriously
as she wtched the invalid while he

"Uncle Thad's pretty bad," said Selina.
"Hell probably pull through with
food care; and he's going to get that
Bow, with a trained nurse In the
house," replied Charlotte.
Then the Misses Trimbell looked
solemnly at each other across the
table, and their beads wagged grave-Sin unison.
"She's pretty young and not bad
looking," said Selina.
"Uncle Thad's bound to be grateful,"
replied Charlotte. "Like s not it'll hap
pen."
"You don't mean he'll marry her?"
"Didn't you mean that yourself? It
usually turns out that way In a case
like this."
"But what '11 become of ub?"
"I don't know."
The Misses Trimbell looked at each
other and shook their heads again.
Then Selina straightened her spare
form and raised her sharp chin.
"Now see here, Charlotte; this isn't
going to happen it I can help It! I
Admit the possibility of the thing. Uncle Thad's a well preserved man, and
he's got lots of money. We're his
finished i tie light repast Mr. Thadde-ii- s
nearest of kin, barring young Thad
Trimbell was doing very well; but
and he's never heard of him since
their quarrel. We're TrimbellB, any- .here was something about his case
way, and he was his sister's boy and ihe had not understood. If she had
a Velsor. And you know how he hates Deen asked to express an opinion, she
that stork. It isn't likely he'd even would have said that there was something on her patient's mind. Yet he
speak to him again, if be met him."
"And it isn't likely he'll ever meet iad never spoken of any secret sorhim. He was too wild to come to any row, or given her a clew from which
It's this strange woman I'm "o draw conclusions. Unintentionally,
good.
afraid of, now. She's got a deter- that clew had been furnished now by
Miss Selina!
mined look in her eyes."
The nurse took the tray away. She
"And she dresses too frivolous. I
was struck when she got out at the looked around the apartment with new
door in that light suit and a hat interest, but there was no photograph
loaded with feathers and high heeled there which might be "young Thad's."
shoes! And she has put herself right Adroitly she led the man to talk of his
In as If she was boss here and we were early life. Whether anger or shame
kept him silent, he had naught to say
the servants, or nobody."
"Trained nurses always do that," re- ot a nephew turned adrift. From her
marked Charlotte. "But there's some- new viewpoint, however, Retta Scott
thing about her that looks like an an Ifwas sure that his mind was troubled.
she could only discover the cause
adventuress!"
and help him!
"Goodness gracious, Charlotte!"
"Well, Mr. Trimbell, you'll soon be
"Yes, there's something mysterious,
Selina. But we must circumvent her." able to do'without me," she said blithely, a few days later.
"Wfi Will " aSTPPfl Roltnn enlcmnlv
Uncle Thad began to improve under ' The invalid was sitting up, then,
the ministrations of his new nurse. He well wrapped and comfortable In a rehad a strong constitution and he had clining chair near the window.
"Are you going to leave me to the
lways taken good care of himself.
Miss Scott was a model member of mercies of these two crotchety old
d
hi t profession,
and deft-i.;- . maids down stairs? You're a hardtided, with a gentle voice and a hearted young woman."
Miss Scott laughed childishly.
thing, magnetic personality.
But
"Oh, if they could only hear you!
could not help dimpling when she
led, and the little chestnut curls But Isn't there anyone else who could
come here and be with you ? Any
Ud escape from her white
cap in j other relative?"
n
uttjuiuiuuB way. ner plain
The man's face darkened as he
m showed the
youthful curves of
figure, and her low laugh was de- turned his eyes to the open window
"No one. I wish there were. I like
lightfully musical
young
people around me. I'm a spry
Every time she looked at the Misses
Trimbell they shuddered. Such a sly young fellow myselfI when I'm on my
Miss
wish you could
significance in her look, and yet it was feet here. IfScott,
it could be arranged "
most fascinating! If she looked like stay
"Oh, you know I must follow my
that at Uncle Thad well, he was only
I'm going back to the hos
profession.
human, poor man!
I leave here. I left only
"Miss Scott," said Selina, one day, pital when
to take this case, because my duties
"you've no idea how illness has there had tired
me out. I needed the
our
changed
poor uncle. He's so meek, change. But I must go back."
so quiet; it doesn't seem possible he's
"Hang it all! I suppose so. Miss
the same man."
fond of you.
"He's a very good patient." Miss Scott, I've grown very woman
I've
the finest young
Scott's head nodded and the truant You're
I were a young man, I'd
If
ever
met
curls bobbed merrily.
ask you to marry me.'
"Oh, but you should see him when
"Oh, Mr. Trimbell!"
lie's well Patient isn't the right word
"I certainly would. But don't look
a
then. He's
perfect tyrant and his Beared I'm not going to; although I'm
rages would make you quail!"
and I could settle a
only
"Indeed?"
fortune on
But if you
Bice
"Yes." Miss Selina's voice sank to wouldlittle and don'tyou.
I want
you
see,
stay
a deep whisper. "I never would say some
You
folks
around.
young
bright
this, only I want you to understand could have all the friends you wanted.
if he begins to get disagreeable. It's
The house is like a
It's
almost Impossible to live with him been so ever since " graveyard!
when he's himself.
And he's that
"Since your nephew went away?"
stingy! We have a hard time of it, queried Retta softly.
Charlotte and I, and if he wasn't our
Mr. Trimbell turned on her with a
uncle "
roar.
"But he isn't really your uncle."
"How did you know? Have I been
Selina flushed.
I swore I'd
in my
talking
"Did he tell you that? But we're never mention sleep?
the yot g rascal's
his cousins and we've always called name
again. How did yo know anyhim uncle because we're so much
about my nephew, Thaddeus
thing
younger. He's much older than he Velsor?"
looks."
"Voianrl
Thaddeus Velsor!"
panic-stricke- n

I

light-foote-

fifty-thre-

e,

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

WILL DOLL BUILDING

RETAIL PRICES
200

lbs. or Mora, Knell Delivery
140S Is, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
2M lbs. to 1,00 lbs Eaeh Delivery
M Ike. to 208 lbs, Eaeh Delivery
Leas Than M lbs, Eaeh Delivery

The other did not hear the whispered exclamation. He was fairly
launched now Into a recital of his
troubles, snd all his resentment, grief
and chagrin were poured forth In swift
eloquence, with a forcible expletive
now and then, which would seem to
Justify the description of "raging tyrant" which Miss Selina had artfully
drawn
Meanwhile Retta's wits were rallying quickly; and as soon as she had
a chance to speak, she made her

112.
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Eetray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described eetray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keanan, Springer, N. M, Dec. 7,

ttUL

One bay horse,
old, 800 lbs., 13 hands.
To-wl- t:

7

or

8

THE

?5he Optic

LOBBY

THE

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY AND

WANT

SHy

Reg-jaful-

patient"

"No, no, 1 have not even seen him.
1 know
where he is. I I promised to write to him, some day and,
when I had time, to to Oh, M

But

Trimbell!"
Blushes were deep; dimples and
curls were dancing. Dark blue eyes
looked with shy mischief from between long, curling lashes.
"Write now!" roared the patient
"And tell that young rascal to come
and see Uncle Thad and his nurse."
"Well, young Thad's come back,"
twenty-fou- r
said Selina solemnly,
hours later. "And she knew him before. What do you make out of that,
Charlotte?"
"A wedding," replied Charlotte laconically.
"I wonder how it happened?" mused
Selina. "I believe she schemed it out
somehow
she's that artful."

corder.

1911.
To-wi- t:

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS
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OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular compoint.
"Mr. Trimbell, you must not Agitate
munication first and
yourself so. I know how you feel; but
third Thursday In each
not
are
you
quite right your nephew
month. Visiting broth- is a better man than you think, and a
ers
cordially invited.
repentant one! I know. Young Mr.
ATES FOR CLASSIFIED
ADv ER
Velsor was my last patient in the hosO.
N.
Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
TI8EMENT8
I
did not know he was your
pital.
Secretary.
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nephew; but I recall now, one night
.stlmatt six ordinary words to a
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ins No ad to occupy less space than LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
If there was anything be wanted. 'Yes,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
I want my uncle's forgiveness," he
wc lines. Ait advertisements chargEstray Advertisement
said. Of course, I knew that there
conclave second Tues-WmNot.ce is hereby given to whom it ed will be booked at space actually
was a story back of that, but he never
each month at Main
day
without
tet,
of
regard to number
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at
In
sonic
ords.
Caah
Temple
advance
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preferred.
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sor Is your nephew!" .
S.
Chaa
Tamme, Re
Boucher,
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The patient looked at the nurse H. H. Lucero, Ouam, N. M., Dec. 14,

sharply.
"Nurse," said he, "what are you
blushing for? Oh, then you your last

DINNER

years

Branded
R
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray win be sold
by this Board for the benefit of thf
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Ibi pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

One bay horse, 7 years old,

Meets second aid
fourth Tuesday evening of eaeK
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. Gee.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

a. P. o. ELKS

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Thursday in 0. R. C. hall. Pioneer
building. Visiting members are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
E. P. Mackrl, F. 8.
WOODMEN

MODERN

OF AMERICA

Meet in the forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World1
hall, on the second and fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visiting neighbors are especially welcome and cordially invited.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
hands
M18ONS Regular convoca
ARCH
Branded
WSS
tion first Monday in each
On right shoulder
Qj
month at Masonic TemBranded
ple, at 7:30 p. m. M. R.
On left shoulder
ag
EL P.; P. A.
Williams,
Odc'i Number, Main
Said animal being unknown tc this
Brinegar, Secretary.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 2. 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this adRANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
vertisement, said estray will be sold FOR RENT Two unfurnished rooms,
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
by this Board for the benefit of the
us Washington.
it Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
owner when found.
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR RENT Five room
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
modern
brick cottage. Inquire 519 WashSecretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
Grand avenue.
ington avenue.
650 lbs., 14

t

DENTISTS.

For Rent

DR. E. L. HAMMOND
4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phone
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER

&

HUNKER

Geo. H. Hunker

Chester A. Hunker
Estray Advertisement
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
LODGE
DORADO
EL
NO.
1,
Attorneys at Law.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
620 Twelfth street.
New Mexico.
Las
KNIGHTS
PYTHIAS
OF
Vegas,
Meets
may concern that the following deevery Monday evescribed estray animal was taken up by FOR RENT Modern furnished
r.ms
J- H.
ning in Castle Hall.
Honey, Grenville, N. M., Jan. 8
for light housekeeping. Aprly 10?)
PHYSICIANS!
Visiting
1912.
Knights are
Fifth street.
invited,
cordially
One brown mare, 15 years
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Chas.
E. Liebsoh- old, 750 lbs.,
FOR RENT To the right
160
Physician and Surgeon
paity,
nier, Chancellor
Branded
acre ranch with improvements.
I treat all kinds of diseases, but
Commander.
Harry make a
On right thigh
Apply 1030 Fifth street.
specialty of eye, ear, nose and
Martin, Keeper of
Branded
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records
and
Seal.
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
On right shoulder
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Said animal being unknown to this
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
Vegas 342.
bath, etc. Excellent location. 918
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Office: 506
Grand Avenue.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD NO.
Kighth street.
before Feb. 2, 1912, said date being 10
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
102 Meets every Monday night at
days after last appearance of this adO. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
For
Rent
Three
roomed
furhouse
vertisement, said estray will be bom
8 o'clock.
nished.
Visiting members are
Water in the house. Amilv
by this Board for the benefit of the
LOCAL TIME GAM)
welcome.
E. E. Gehring,
910
cordially
Galllnas.
owner when found.
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
EA8T BOUND
FOR RENT Good furnished rooms,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Arrive
Depart
close in. Apply 725 Sixth street
1st pub. Jan. 12, last pub. Jan 23, 1912.
No. 2
9:10 p. m.
9:15 p. m.
-

Making Pegasus Pay.
W. J. Lampton, Indefatigable versifier and defatlgable baseball reporter,
was recounting recently the tribulations of a man who has earned fame
ind is trying to earn a living by his
pen.

as an

"Take banquets

example."

said the colonel, sadly.
"Somebody
;omes round to me and invites me to
I accept.
a banquet, a free meal.
"Then somebody hunts me up and

says:

" 'Colonel, of course we expect you
to read us some original verse at the

banquet.'
"Whereupon, in exchange for that
free dinner, I read aloud
ten dollars' worth of oroglnal verse.
What kind of business is that, I'd
tike to know!"
one-doll-

To-wi- t:

J. E. ROSENWALD

LODGE NO. 545, No.

4.... 11:06

m

11:10

20e per lOt
25c per 10s
Me per 1M
40e per 1N
Me per 1M

lbs.
lbs.
Ik

lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMMNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting1 Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
f amous Office 701 Douelas Avenue.

m

p.
p
I. O. of B
B.
Estray Advertisement
Meets every first No. 8
1:25 a m.
1:15 a m
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
in
the
month
of
the
Tuesday
vestry No. 10
2:10 p. m
145 p. m
may concern that the followine de
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
FOR
SALE
1104
Furniture,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Douglas
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The celebration of the
day will not 'of his country and his subjects. From
be confined to the
capital. Iu all the the commencement of his reign he ap
prim 'pal cities and towns of Prussia plied himself to public business after
the munich-aiuiamone
Bd volontary citi- la fashion hitherto unknown
zens' (ommitiees hare made preparat- lkilne
'vim v derail tment of his srnvions- of the day. In every school the eminent received his personal attenscholars will observe the day bv ap- tion and the highest functionaries
plauding patriotic addresses deliver- - were as mere clerks under his direcon1
by the principals and teachers and tion. In personal and public affairs
by recitations and aJnelnir.
Every alike he practiced rigid economy.
scholar wil be presented a short hi
As an administrator Frederick the
La PRUSSIA IS CELEBRATING tory of Frederick the Great.
Great was without an equal. He earANNIVERSARY
OF
NATAL
Frederick, surnamed the Great, nestly labored to secure to his people
DAY OF GREAT KING
whose memory is being honored by the great blessing of cheap and
the 40 odd million inhabitants ot speedy justice. Religious persecution
was unknown under his government.
Berlin, Jan. 23. AH Prussia, and in Prussia, is one of the dominant fig
ures
He
!n
sought by every means to extend
the
He
history of Europe.
feet nearly all Germany, is en fete
was born January 24. 1712. and when the commercial industries of his
for
the
today
beginning of the great
he was 28 years old succeeded his kingdom and from the beginning to
eelebration of the two hundredth an- father Frederick William as king of the end of his career he was a liberal
I
iiversary of the birth of Frederick the
Prussia. The character of the young patron of the fine arts.
Great Fron? the capital down to the
When he died, at the age of 74, he
was still very imperfectly unking
anallest hamffet and village business
left to his successor a well regulated
la at a standstill
and the populace derstood, when events occurred which
exhibited it in a strong light.
state, a powerful army, and a treashas given itself up to the joyousness
well provided.
The greatest
ury
A
few
months
occasion.
after
his accession
of the
treasure,
however, he left, in the
Charles
VI,
of
emperor
Germany
in
The celebration
Berlin began
words of the historian Macauley, was
with a lecture at the War acad and Maria Theresa succeeded to the the
recollection of his heroic and glo
Austrian tluxne. Frederick set up a
emy on the prowess of Frederick the
rious
acts, which in subsequent times
claim
to
Silesia and In a short camGreat as a general ami strategist. The
has continued to operate upon bji
paign
in
that
succeeding
wresting
lecture was attended by the emperor,
rich territory from Maria Theresa and naiion with all its awakening power
who was surrounded by ministers of
and
inflence.
it to the Prussian
domin
state, generals of the army, admirals annexing
ions.
His action, however, plunged
of the navy, and members of the diIOWA BUTTER MAKERS MEET.
all Europe into a bloody war. The
in
all
plomatic corps,
glittering iwi- conflict,
Mason
City, la., Jan. 23. The
sea
In
raged
and
by
land
forms.
Italy, Germany, and in Flanders.
growing importance of the dairying
Tomorrow will be the big day of the
The war lasted till, in the year industry in Iowa was evidenced by
bicentenary celebration. In the morn 1748, It was
terminated by the treaty the large and representative attending the emperor, attended by the high of
Of all the powers ance here today at 'the opening of the
officers of the Prussian army, will
that had taken part in it, the only annual convention of the State Butparticipate in a solemn memorial gainer was Frederick.
Not only had ter Makers' association. The business
service in the old garrison church at he
of the convention are being
added to his patrimony the fine
Potsdam, behind the altar of which
province of Silesia, but by his con he'd in he court house and will
Frederick the Great lies burled in an summate
three days. In connection with
diplomacy he had succeeded
iron casket.
as well in alternately depressing the ho gathering there is an elaborate
uenin win oDserve tne day as a scale of Austria and that of France. e&hihttlon o' r'.airy produi s a.id dai-- y
In the afternoon At the termination of the struggle he ibHchinerr.
public holiday.
there will be. parades, regimental
was generally regarded as holding the
and historical exercises. The balance of Europe- -a high d'gnity for
MEMORIAL TABLET UNVEILED
day will close with a military gala one whose youth had held forth little
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 23. A bronze
opera. One of the principal events promise of greatness.
tablet to the memory of the late Herwill be the fete in the White Hall of
In 1756
commenced the Seven bert oMniger, who invented the systhe Schloss, which will be attendjd Years' war, the result of which was tem of scientific
training for Sunday
by delegations representing all of the to raise the little state of Prussia to school teachers, was unveiled with
regiments which can trace their origin the front rank of European powers. appropriate ceremonies today in the
back
Frederick times. Each dele- Rut it was not in his wonderful mili- Northslde Presbyterian church of this
gation will consist of the commander tary achievements alone that Frede- city. The Rev. justin M. Green of
of the regiment, one lieutenant, the rick
displayed his greatness. Through- Cincinnati and Dr. Joseph Clark of
colors of the regiment, the
r
out his career he displayed an in- Columbus delivered the principal adand one
officer. finite genjus In promoting the welfare dresses.
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When given as soon as the croupy
cough appears Chamberlain's Cough
Chicago,
Remedy will ward off an attack of
club of Chicago, at its second croup and prevent all danger and
l
cause of anxiety.
Thousands of
annual dinner to be given at the
LaSalle tomorrow night, will have mothers use it successfully. For sale
by all druggists.
of honor and
a? its
TO TALK.

111.,

Jan.

23.

The

Velle-vill- e

Ho-ie-

principal
guest
speaker the RL Hon. Sir MacKeniie
Honey and Tar Compound
K. C. M. G., former premier of Foley's"Cures In
Every Case"
Canada. The club is composed of
Mr. Jas. McCaffery,
Mgr, of the
Belleville men who formerly lived Schlitz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recommends Foley's Honey and Tar Comin Belleville, Ontario.
pound, because It cures in every case.
"I have used It myself and I have
YOUR GROCERY BILL
recommended it to many others who
Could be reduced a good deal dur- hare since told me of its great curaing the month if you make use of tive power in disease of the throat
our telephone, and call us Main 81. and lungs." For all coughs and colds
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
We have handled groceries for the
last thirty years. If you need oysters
FAMINE IN CHINA.
in the shell, Spanish mackerel, little
Washington, Jan. 22. An appeal
neck clams, shad roe, Kosher sausage, for
help declaring that over three
horse radish, celery, leek, soup million
people are facing starvation
bunches, water cress, California head has been received at the
Headquarlettuce, California tparsla, pressed ters of the Red Cross
Society from C
chill pods, the grocery department at D.
Jameson, the Red Cross engineer
the 5, 10 and 25 cent store is worthy sent-tChina to devise means for preof your consideration.
venting floods.
,

Delicious
as
The Fresh
From the
Garden

Canoed
Vegetables

"FORT"

and
Preserved Fruils

AND

HUNTS

SUPREME

and

Canned
Fruits
and

The Orchard

Berries

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

Order These Brands And You will be
Delighted With Their Flavor and Quality

o

TO BOOM MISSOURI.

Jefferson City, Mo., Jan. 23. The
Federation of Missouri Commercial
clubs began a .two days' convention
here today with a large attendance.
The purpose of the meeting Is to lay
plans for a wide campaign of advertising to attract settlers and capital
with a view to the further development of the resources of the state.
MANUFACTURING
CENTER
Las Vegas has become known as a
manufacturing center of the new
state. Sablno Lujan is a manufacturer of fine filigree Jewelry. He
will make special designs to order
although he has a large assortment
in stock. Prices are right. See Lujan,
Bridge street.

BIG DIFFERENCE.
It makes little or no difference
whether you know or not that we
have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. But
it does make a big difference If you
don't know that we sell the purest,
that our prices are the lowest, our
deliveries prompt and that we cater
to the family trade. The Lobby,
& Benjamin, proprietors.
Lau-bac-

h

M
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WORLD GOWING WI8ER.
The world Is growing wiser every
day and the people of Las Vegas are
growing-wis- e
to the fact that there is
no better coffee than Golden Gate,
which is sold by the Las Vegas Mercantile company. It has a delicious
blend that cannot be equaled. It sells
at 45 cents a pound, two pounds for
85 cents or two and one-hafor $1.

Famous

IMPORTANT

GERMAN

PROCESS.
.

A

.

'

ROGERS' SILVERWARE!
IN EVERY SACK

COUPON

111.,

DISCOVERY.

Scientists have discovered how to
obliterate tbe evidences of age. They
all advise the use of Buttermilk Cerate, which is sold by O. G. Schaefer.
This preparation
keeps the skin
smooth and beautiful and removes
wrinkles. It is excellent for use in
wfinter and summer, defying the effects of wind, sun and cold. It sells
at 50 cents the box.

n

the answer
every Baking Problem.
It's Finer-Whit- er
Uniform.
ard MoreLARABEES
Made by

lf

has
Charles Durham, Lovlngton,
succeeded In finding a positive cure
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night clear thro' on
the floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney medicine and I was in the drug
store looking for something different
to help him when I heard of Foley
Kidney Pills. After he had taken
them two days we could see a change
and when he had taken two thirds of
a bottle he was cured. That is about
six weeks ago and he has not wet
in bed since." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

GERMAN-MILLE- D

.

Gross, Kelly

(&

Co.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

Subscribe tor The Optic

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

LAS VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
PADGETT, Editor,
Sane Conservative And Well Edited
M, M,

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News,
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest
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LOCAL NEWS

NOTICE

Try a dram of Old Tajior bourDoi
at the Opera Bar.
Fidel Cortx will give a dance
senthal hall, Friday night

our Cash
system, and sell goods at the very lowest margin of profit, we shall discontinue giving Preifiium Tickets with Cash Purchases as hereto- fore, but we will redeem all outstanding
premium Tickets at any time when presented.
On Feb. ist. when we inaugurate

IKE DAVIS

In Ro-

It

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
Wanted One or two rooms, furnished or unfurnished, modern preferred.
Must be on the hill. Address or
phone Optic office.

The Ladies of the Christian church
will conduct a sale of home cooking
in the Coora Building corner of Sixth
27,

Chris Wiegand, who has been
ill for several days, is reported
to be considerably Improved and his
physician stated this morning that he
is out of danger.
crit-isall- y

-p-

Bank

First National

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstic and Foreign Exchange.
A

COAL AMD WOOD
NUT

SMITE

A membership contest has been
started in the Intermediate class of
the Y. M. C. A. To the members of
the class who are instrumental in securing five new members for the association a new membership card will
be granted at the expiration of their
cards. To the boy who gets the largest number of members a league
baseball will be presented and to the
one next in line will be given a ball

bat

r

OF

LUMP
WHOLESALE, AND RETAIL

Word was received in Las Vegas
today from Albuquerque to the effect
that James E. Heidenreich, formerly
of Las Vegas, died last night at 8:15
o'clock in the Duke City. Mr. Heiden-reich'- s
health had been failing rapidly
and he, accompanied by a nurse, went
to Albuquerque Saturday night in the
hope that the effect of the lower altitude would be beneficial. Mr. Heidenreich came to Las Vegas last April
from Kansas City for his health. He
spent the summer at El Porvenlr and
had been residing this winter at St.
Anthony's sanatorium. He was born
in Hohoney, a., 28 years ago and
is survived by a mother, father, sis
ter and brother. He was a graduate
of the law department of Michigan
University, and at the time his he
fcroke was practicing law m Kansas
City. In all probability the body will
be sent to Pennsylvania for burial.
Mr. Heidenreich, during the time he
was a resident of Las Vegas, made
many friends and though the condition of his health w&s known the notice of his death came as a shock.
A. B. Renehan and E. R. Wright,
two prominent attorneys of the new

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

JANUARY

state, have announced the format'oa
for the general
of a
the firm name
under
of
law,
practice
Renehan and Wright. The firm will
have its offices in rooms 14, 15 and
16, Capital City Bank building, Santa
Fe.

OtO FORT ABANDONED.
White Kitchen (or cleanliness, good
Bracketavllle. Texas, Jan. 23. The
service. Best meals in the city tor
25c.
Especially good Mexican chile. passing of Fort Clark, Texas, from
military to medical uses began today
Open all night
when the- - last company of infantry
,
Ike Uacharach of Bacharach Broth- stationed there, the Twenty-thirdIt
is
proposed
ers, will leave this evening on a trip left for Indianapolis.
to New York City, Philadelphia and to establish a state tuberculosis sanother points in the Bast on his spring itarium on the fort's site. One company of cavalry, the Third, Is still
purchasing trip for the firm.
quartered at the fort but it is exAccording to word reeclved by
pected to leave for the Philippines
Wash. mxt June.
Browne from Spokane,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence S. Browne are
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS.
the proud parents of a baby girl born
know
Jan. 23. "W
to them on Thursday of last week.
W'ashiLgton,
Clarence Browne Is the son of Millard
engaged !n Interstate
'
tntlmidt. i"t
Browne.
ivn i. erce
blackmailed for campaign contribu
this tions," said Senator Culberson, in reA marriage license wasissued
Guadato
house
court
at
the
viewing the alleged activity of na
morning
tional campaign committees in 1904.
lupe Alires, aged 21, of Canon del
and Manuel Eequibel, aged 21 of He was urging action on his resoluCanon de Manuelltas. A license was tion nroviding for an investigation.
"The year 1904 surpassed all others
granted also to Gumesinda Pardo,
and Leandro in the audacity and indecency with
aged 18, of Gascon,
which campaign funds were demand
Martinez, aged 27, of Roclada.
ed," he said.
Lists were read to show that the
John Rogers of this city has been
In 1896, 1900 and 1904
Lieto
D.
as
T.
republicans
appointed by Judge
far
larger contributions than
stenographer for the Eighth Judicial received
district court, which has its head- the democrats.
quarters in Raton. Mr. Rogers' pres
DEATH INTERRUPTS SPORT.
ence will be required for the first
Denver, Colo., Jan. 23. A game of
time in March. He expects to go to
Raton early in February. The posi- golf, begun a year ago, must forever
tion is a responsible one and Mr. Ro- terrain unfinished as a result of the
111., yes
gers is receiving the congratulations railroad Wreck at Kinmundy,
O. Melcher lost
F.
which
in
terday,
of his friends upon his appointment
his Me. It was a game between the
of the
After a protracted
illness, Mrs. late second vice "president
and
railroad
Island
George W.
Frank J. Middleton, aged 50 years, Rock
road in
of
the
agent
general
Martin,
died early last evening at her home,
were
holes
corner of Eighth street and Main ave- this territory. Eighteen
tied.
contestants
They
and
the
nue. Mrs. Middleton is survived by played,
tied.
three sons, O. K. Middleton of Wi- played another hole, and again
it. was
and
had
Both
engagements,
nona, 111., and' George and Edmund, of
on Mr.
this city, and one daughter, Mary, decided to play off the game
It
to
Denver.
next
visit
Melcber's
who also resides here. Mrs. Middle-toto spend several
custom
his
been
had
sevcame here with her family
summer here.
eral months ago for the benefit of weeks of each
Middle-toMr, Middleton's health. Mr.
DI8TRICT DEPUTY HERE.
died about a month ago. Funeral
Lee Clarke, district deputy
John
arrangements will not be made until
ruler for New Mexico,
exalted
grand
Mrs.
O.
of
Middleton.
K.
the arrival
on train No.
afternoon
this
arrived
Middleton was a member of the Methin
and
home
10
his
from
headquarters
odist church. She had made many
to
annual
visit
on
his
Duke
City
friends since her arrival in Las Ve the
I as Vegas lodge No. 408 B. P. O.
gas.
Elks. He will be the guest of the
at its meeting in
The seat reservation for the Obei lodge this evening
O. R. C. hall.
Upon his arrival
the
Conand
ammergau Foreign Travel
Mr. Clarke was welafternoon
this
cert company, the Santa Fe rending
H.
for comed by Exalted Ruler George
room entertainment announced
of
the
members
and
building
Saturday night at the Y. M. C. A. Hunker,
committee of the lodge. In the tourauditorium, will open for employes of
car of William Springer, Mr.
the Santa Fe tomorrow noon. The ing
was given a drive over the
Clarke
seat reservation will be opened to the
ended with a visit to the
which
city
general public on Saturday morning
new club house which
handsome
Elks'
t which time any remaining seats can
of construction, on Doug
course
in
is
be reserved. This attraction has been
las avenue. The building was much
booked by S. E. Busser, superintendadmired
by Mr. Clarke.
of
one
ent of the reading rooms, as
Mr. Clarke will be the
This
evening
the best attractions of the year and
of the Las Vegas lodre of Elks
guest
it is thought that the demand for the
and it is expected that he will be
seats will be great. In addition to the
welcomed
by an unusually large numillusrated lecture on the passion play
Elks.
of
ber
Following the meeting
there will be a musical program and
will be served. All
luncheon
a
light
the concert should prove both i
of 408 and visiting
members
resident
and entertaining.
brothers are invited to attend.
Mr. Clarke is well known throughout the state both as an Elk and 8
business man. He is a wholesale dealer and manufacturer of curios in the
Duke City.

If

CANNED FRUITS

SOL

MR. POLICYHOLDER.
Dear Sir. Our insurance advice is
free to you. It may he of value to
von. You pay money willingly for Are

you make it
The discovery of the NORTH
POLE was a great achievement But you will benefit
more, personally, by discovering the place to buy the
best

LAUNDRY DAY

you'll never go back to the

CRAAF

Q -t-tX-

HAYWARD CO.

Turn your search in this
and Try Them.

direction

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

WANTED Girl for general houses
work. Apply 1102 Eighth street.

30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00

DON'T

Laundry
617

J.

THING8

TO

MISLEAD

EAT

Goods

Stand in

H. STEARNS

P4JRE

Douglas

BE

Ferndell

GOODS

Las Vegas Steam
81

16.50
15.00
13.50
12.50

NOW

"

"
"

20.00
18.35
16.65
15.00

"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

13.35
12.00
11.00
10.00

9.00
8.35

i

No Suit Marked Higher Than

$30

GREENBERGER

LET

us tell you About
our low Flat Rate

Window Lighting. You pay
big rent (or that small space
in your Window, let

it bring

you good returns by having
it well lighted.
Customer

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

ft

ftftftftftftftftft.

ft
ft
ft
ft

ft
ft
ft
ft

fcS i

Want Ad,
Babit

ft

ft
ft

ft

ft
ft

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

ft

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
succests.

ft
ft
ft

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
thejr want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

ft
ft

ft

Pbotie

iatti

ft

ft

2
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ON QUALITY.

MONARCH

Phone Main

SUITS

18.00

ft

Ttey'll Please You.

PHONE NOW--

CAWED
We Always Have The Best of Everything Eatable, a

insurance.
Our advice tends to warrant not
spending your money in vain. Ask us
about
"A Better Protection
at the same expense"
CUTLER BROS.
Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.

GROCERIES

way.

TRY US ONCE,

HE

MEN'S

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

g

VEGETABLES

CANNOT BE BEAT

ON

n

LAS VEGAS STEAM

AND

DUN I

PER CENT

1- -3

n

TO LAUNDRY DAY

DOFIIFI1
1 1U11LL1LI

33

no

CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY

THE

23, 191

Ro-ci-

and Lincoln, Saturday, January
commencing at 9:30 a. m.

-.
ESTABLISHED 1876

OPTIC, TUESDAY,

DA1LV

A

Class by themselves.

Take nothing!" just as good"

18 LIFTED.
QUARANTINE
Dallas, Texas, Jan. 28. Of the 50
or more Texas towns that established
rigid quarantine against the meningitis epidemic that centered in the
northern and central part of the state,
several today announced the embargo
had been
lifted.
The largest of
these towns, Bryan, abandoned the
quarantine last week.

he would beat Lincoln Beachy's record. The time in the five mile handicap event showed that Page won in
six minutes, 377 5 seconds. Hoff,
second, 6:53; and Beachy, third, 6:55.
Page was killed yesterday when he
fell 150 feet
2--

POLITIC8 IN LOU8IANA
Orleans, La., Jan. 23. Louisiana de ' jocrats today are voting In
a prlmar- - io determine on the next
candidate for governor and to settle
aspirations among five men who aim
at two prospective vacancies in the
United States senate, one beginning
March, 1913, and the other in 1915.
Success at the democratic primaries
is virtually an election. The three
candidates for governor are J. B.
J. T. Mitchell and L. E. Hall.
New

If it may be termed a science

'Sir
ij
of presenting
a means
include Wi!
1

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

3

1J

must
the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective btiyeTs. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

DOZENS and DOZENS
Of Those Beautiful

Golden Yellow Trumpet Narcissus,
1

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

Pr Po:.
r Dozen.

In Pots 50c &n 75c

Cut 75c P

507 Sixth Street

PERRY ONION & SON

Visit the store and

inspect our line.

AT
BOUCHER'S

Phone Maia 462

(The Coffee Mam.)

REVOLUTION

18 OVER.

Washington, Jan. 23. Articles of
peace, bringing to an end the revolution in Ecuador, have been signed by
the leaders of the federal troops and
revolutionists at Guayaquil, it was officially reported to the state department today from the American con
sul there.

As-we-

DIED BREAKING A RECORD.
Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 23. Official

timers today announced that Aviator
Page had made good his boast that

Read The Optic

